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Beverage & Hospitality Industry Insight: Wine and Bars are 
Inherently Related for Trademark Registration Purposes 

03.12.2024 By William M. Borchard 

Can different parties register TABLEAU as a service mark for restaurant, bar, and cocktail 
lounge services on the one hand, and as a trademark for wine on the other hand? 

 

Caymus Vineyards applied to register TABLEAU for “wine” claiming use in commerce since 
November 15, 2017. 

The Examining Attorney refused this application on the basis that there was a likelihood of 
confusion with the previously registered mark TABLEAU for “restaurant and bar services; 
cocktail lounges” with claimed first use as of April 28, 2005. 

On appeal, the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (“TTAB”) affirmed this refusal of registration. 

Regarding the marks, there was no dispute that the marks were identical and had no 
demonstrated meaning or significance in the context of “wine” or for Registrant’s services.  On 
the issue of mark strength, the cited registration did not claim acquired distinctiveness through 
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use.  Further, there was only limited evidence of third-party use of the TABLEAU mark.   The 
TTAB thus presumed the registered mark to be inherently distinctive.  

Regarding relatedness of wine and restaurant services, Applicant argued that “something more” 
than identical (or similar) marks was required, to establish relatedness.  The TTAB rejected this 
argument, because it was clear that bars and cocktail lounges focus on serving alcoholic 
beverages such as Applicant’s wine, supporting an inherent relationship between wine and 
these services.   

Additionally, evidence of more than twenty-five combined registrations, websites and Internet 
articles involving third parties offering both wine and restaurant services under the same mark 
provided “something more,” if required. 

Applicant highlighted that there was no evidence that Registrant’s establishments sold 
Applicant’s wine, or that Applicant offered restaurant services at its winery.  However, the TTAB 
stated that parties need not be direct competitors; they only need to be producing goods and 
services that are related, from the point of view of consumers.   

In the absence of trade channel or distribution method limits in either the application or the cited 
registration, the TTAB concluded that the channels of trade overlapped and were offered to the 
same classes of purchaser. 

Accordingly, the TTAB affirmed the Examining Attorney’s refusal of registration. 

In re Caymus Vineyards, Application No. 97040804 (T.T.A.B. February 22, 2024). 

Author’s Note: 

In our previous article In Choosing a Beverage Trademark, Consider Existing Marks for Related 
Products, we suggested that, when you choose a trademark for an alcoholic beverage, you 
should consider existing trademarks for non-alcoholic beverages to avoid a likelihood of 
confusion. 

The Caymus case broadens this to suggest that, when you choose a trademark for an alcoholic 
beverage, consideration of existing marks for bar services, cocktail lounges, and possibly 
restaurants is advisable. 

The reverse also may follow: When you choose a mark for a bar, cocktail lounge, or restaurant, 
review of existing trademarks for alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages is prudent, to avoid a 
likelihood of confusion. 

For further information, please contact William M. Borchard or your CLL attorney. 
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William M. Borchard 

 

Senior Counsel 

Email | 212.790.9290 

Bill has handled domestic and international trademark and copyright matters at the highest level 
for over 60 years.  He has counseled and represented clients on domestic and international 
trademark matters concerning clearance, registration, proper use, licensing, contested 
administrative proceedings and infringement claims.  He became Senior Counsel in January 
2024 and is now focusing on providing guidance and advice to other lawyers within our firm and 
writing informative and engaging articles on intellectual property law developments. 
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